In Brief
Jacoby and McDermott introduce a method to estimate priors on rhythm in human listeners. Both US participants and members of an Amazonian society exhibited priors that give high probability to rhythms whose time intervals form integer ratios. However, the priors otherwise differed across cultures, suggesting strong influences of musical experience.
INTRODUCTION
Perception operates on noisy data. Optimal inference thus requires integrating incoming sensory information with prior knowledge. In many areas of perception and cognition, humans appear to combine current observations with internal beliefs about the environment (the prior) in a process approximating statistical inference [1] . Priors have now been characterized in vision [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , time perception [7] , audition [8] , and motor control [9] . The effect of a prior on an observer's estimate of the world is usually to bias the estimate toward states that have high probability under the prior [4] . As a result, priors for domains in which signals are reproduced by humans, such as music and speech, directly constrain cultural transmission: only signals with high probability under the prior are reliably reproduced and communicated [10] . However, priors for cultural artifacts have only recently begun to be characterized for language [6] and speech [11] and are unexplored for music.
Priors on music are presumably essential for extracting musical structure from sound [12] . Because of their likely role in cultural transmission, it also seemed plausible that music priors could provide insight into the origins of salient characteristics of music. Although music is highly variable across societies, it is usually defined in part by the structured arrangement of events in time to form rhythm. Particular types of rhythmsthose comprised of time intervals related by ratios of small integers (''simple'' integer ratios)-are believed to be common, if not universal [13] . What underlies their prevalence? One possibility is that integer ratio rhythms are more easily produced given our motor constraints [14] . Alternatively, representational constraints could affect what can be accurately perceived [15, 16] . To explore this latter possibility, we examined whether integer ratios are reflected in the prior that constrains human perception and transmission of rhythms and whether this prior varies with musical experience and cultural exposure.
Previous probabilistic models of musical structure and/or perception assume priors [17, 18] , but to our knowledge priors on musical structure have never been measured, in part because of methodological limitations. Evidence for perceptual priors is traditionally obtained via biases in discrimination or categorization judgments [4] . For music, such tasks are typically difficult, and most results have been obtained with expert musicians [18] [19] [20] . Moreover, discrimination experiments are limited in dimensionality because they require large numbers of judgments to establish discriminability at each point in a stimulus space. Rhythm discrimination experiments are thus typically designed to test particular hypotheses derived from Western music theory and cannot probe the large space of possible priors, particularly when considering non-Western cultures for which scientists may not have hypotheses. Experiments in which participants tap to a beat reveal biases that may reflect perception [16, 21, 22] but have not explicitly characterized a prior. Other approaches to studying rhythm representation require judgments using Western musical notation [18, 20] and are also unsuitable for nonexperts or non-Western listeners.
We developed a method to measure perceptual priors on rhythm that is efficient and implicit. Our paradigm is an extension of the game of ''broken telephone'' previously used to reveal priors in other domains [6, 10, 23] . Listeners are presented with a random ''seed'' sequence (clicks or other sounds separated by random time intervals) and reproduce it by tapping. In practice, the reproduction is usually performed synchronous with the seed while it is repeatedly presented (because this is easiest for participants), but it can also be performed after seed presentation. The listener's reproduction is then substituted for the seed, and the process is iterated. If the listener's response depends on the Bayesian integration of the currently heard rhythm with a prior, and if production biases are small, this process converges to a sample from the prior for the domain, and the prior can be estimated by applying the procedure multiple times [24] .
Our method is hypothesis-neutral (allowing any possible pattern of results to be detected), can be applied irrespective of the participant's musical or cultural background, and estimates the prior over the entire space of simple rhythms. Although related methods are sometimes used to simulate cultural evolution [25, 26] , here our goal is strictly to measure the prior within groups of listeners with a common cultural background, in whom the prior might promote cultural stability.
RESULTS
Our paper is divided into three parts. First, we show the results of applying our method to simple rhythms, to illustrate the approach. Second, we present a series of control experiments to substantiate the claim that the results reflect a perceptual prior, showing that they do not reflect productive biases, that synchronization and replication from memory yield similar results, and that the measured distribution predicts discriminability. Third, we use the method to test the effect of culture and musical experience on the perceptual prior for rhythm.
Experiment 1: Priors on Rhythm via Iterated Reproduction
Three-interval rhythms are those formed by a repeating sequence of three time intervals. The intervals can be described in terms of their ratios, which for Western musical rhythms can be approximated with integers ( Figure 1A ) but which in general could be arbitrary non-integer proportions ( Figure 1B) . The three intervals are produced by four events (e.g., clicks). When the rhythm is presented repeatedly, the fourth event forms the end of the last interval and the beginning of the first interval ( Figure 1C ).
Western musical notation can only be used to describe rhythms with simple integer ratios ( Figure 1D ), and so to describe rhythm more generally we will use the ratios between the intervals, plotted in a ''rhythm space'' [20] . Three-interval rhythms can be represented in three dimensions corresponding to the three intervals ( Figure 1E ). In this paper, we focus on rhythms whose overall duration (the sum of the intervals) is fixed (typically 2,000 ms, but 1,000 ms for experiments 3, S1, and S2). Because the overall duration is fixed, the intervals can be presented on a two-dimensional triangular simplex ( Figure 1F ) known as a ''chronotopological map'' [20, 27] ; for simplicity, here we refer to it as the ''rhythm simplex.'' Every three-interval rhythm with a fixed duration can be uniquely described by a point on the simplex.
In order to avoid presenting rhythms with intervals too short to reproduce [28] , we constrained intervals in the seeds to a smaller simplex (inner triangle in Figure 1E ) such that all intervals were larger than 15% of the total duration. All results figures display responses on this inner simplex.
Each trial started with a random seed sampled uniformly from the rhythm simplex ( Figure 1F ). Participants were presented with ten repetitions of the seed and instructed to synchronize their taps to the repeated rhythm. The inter-tap intervals were averaged across the ten repetitions, and the resulting mean reproduction was then substituted for the seed ( Figure 1G ). The process was iterated five times.
Figures 2A and 2B show aggregated responses from all participants (n = 26; 20-25 seeds per individual; 609 total distinct seeds; participants were a mix of musicians and non-musicians) shown as points on the rhythm simplex for each iteration. The distribution of responses evolves over time and appears to converge to a multi-modal distribution. Copying accuracy (the distance between stimulus and reproduction) improved across iterations (mean stimulus-reproduction distance for iterations 1-5 was 61, 45, 38, 34, and 32 ms, respectively) but was not significantly different for the last two iterations (t(25) = À1.85 p = 0.08), suggesting that convergence is reached or nearly reached by the fifth iteration. To estimate the continuous distribution underlying the responses, we applied kernel density estimation to each iteration's data (shown in Figure 2C for the fifth and final iteration).
As expected, the initial distribution of seeds was not significantly different from uniform (measured by the Jensen-Shannon divergence; JSD = 0.039, p = 0.82). However, the distributions in all subsequent iterations differed significantly from uniform (p < 0.001 in all cases). To clarify the structure of the final distribution, we superimposed symbols (crosses) at rhythms whose intervals are related by simple integer ratios ( Figure 2C ). We plot all 22 simple ratios ði : j : kÞ where 1%i; j; k%3.
The modes of the distribution obtained in the last iteration closely correspond to integer ratio points, though not all integer ratio rhythms correspond to modes. We defined an ''integer score'' as the distance (JSD) between the data distribution and a uniform distribution over the 22 integer ratio points. To evaluate statistical significance, we compared the score to that of random distributions containing the same number of modes, revealing a significant tendency toward probability mass at integer ratios (p < 0.001). To assess how closely the modes were centered on integer ratios, we fit a 22-component Gaussian mixture model to the data from the last iteration and measured whether the component means aligned with integer ratios. Two of the modes were significantly biased away from integer ratios (those corresponding to 2:3:1, p < 0.001; those corresponding to 3:2:1, p = 0.002), consistent with previous evidence for human rhythm categories centered close to, but not exactly on, integers [22] .
We performed a similar experiment for two-interval rhythms, the advantage being that the lower dimensionality permitted ten iterations per seed, which we used to further examine convergence ( Figure S1 ). As with three-interval rhythms, reproductions converged to a distribution whose modes were approximately simple integer ratios (1:1, 1:2, 1:3.), and copying accuracy converged by iteration 5 (see Figure S2 for convergence behavior for all experiments). It thus seems that the iterative process for simple rhythms converges after about five iterations (see also Figures S7C and S7D ).
Controlling for Productive Biases
Our method has the advantage of being efficient, comprehensive, and hypothesis neutral, but it relies on a complex task involving perception and synchronized reproduction, and the results could in principle reflect a combination of perceptual and productive constraints. To interpret the results in terms of a perceptual prior, we must ensure that production biases do not substantially contribute. We thus conducted a series of control experiments. To test whether the results depended on production modality, we asked participants to produce a vocal syllable rather than tap (experiment 2). To test whether the results depended on entrainment, we asked participants to replicate a pattern from memory rather than tap in synchrony (experiment 3). To test the role of successive iterations within participants, we temporally intermixed reproductions from different seeds and mixed iterative chains across participants (experiment 4). To verify that the predicted prior would be evident without (E) As first described in [20] , three-interval rhythms can be presented as a point in a three-dimensional space, where the x, y, and z coordinates correspond to the first, second, and third interval, respectively. The points with an overall fixed duration (2,000 ms in this case) form a triangle (simplex) that can be projected to a two-dimensional plane, creating a ''rhythm simplex,'' also known as a ''chronotopological map,'' or ''rhythm chart'' [20, 27] ). Here and in (F), the dashed triangle denotes the region from which stimuli were drawn (defined by inter-onset intervals that are larger than 15% of the total duration, e.g., 300 ms for the 2,000 ms duration used in most experiments), with two example integer ratio rhythms indicated by crosses. reproduction demands, we employed a standard discrimination task (experiment 5) and compared the results to a Bayesian ideal observer using the distribution obtained in experiment 1. Finally, to test whether integer ratios would result from reproducing any type of temporal pattern, we asked listeners to repeat the syllables of meaningful English phrases (experiment 6).
Experiment 2: Tapping versus Vocalizing
In separate, counterbalanced blocks, participants reproduced sequences of clicks either by tapping as in experiment 1 (Figure 3A) or by vocalizing the syllable /tú / ( Figure 3B ). The motivation was that production biases for speech and finger tapping might be expected to be different-speech rhythms are often produced aperiodically [29] , whereas finger tapping is often periodic due to finger movement kinematics [14] . One might thus expect the results to differ with reproduction modality if production biases play a large role.
Figures 3C and 3D show that tapping and vocalizing produce qualitatively similar distributions, with prominent integer ratio peaks in both cases (both integer scores were significant, p < 0.001). To compare the detailed form of the distributions, we fit a Gaussian mixture model to the final (fifth) iteration for each condition, constraining the component means to the vicinity of a corresponding integer ratio point ( Figures S7E-S7H demonstrate the resulting quality of fit). The weights of the mixture components for the two conditions were significantly correlated ( Figure 3E ; r = 0.58, p = 0.005, r = 0.83 after correcting for testretest reliability of the weights), and only three of the 22 integer ratio points showed a significant difference between conditions (3:1:1, 1:3:2, and 2:1:3; p = 0.01, 0.0002, and 0.04, respectively). These small differences were reflected in a significant JSD (JSD = 0.082, p = 0.001). Overall, however, the results indicate that reproduction modality has little effect on the obtained distributions.
Experiment 3: Replication from Memory versus Synchronization
To test whether the results were independent of the requirement to synchronize the reproduction with the heard signal, we asked participants to listen to a rhythm and replicate it from memory ( Figures 4A and 4B ). To reduce working memory load, we reduced the rhythm duration to 1 s, doubling the tempo from that in experiments 1 and 2. Participants completed a separate block in which they tapped synchronously, as in experiment 1.
We observed a slightly different distribution compared to experiment 1, presumably due to the shorter duration (see Figure S3 for a separate experiment manipulating tempo), but both synchronization and replication showed significant integer scores (p < 0.001). Moreover, integer ratio weights ( Figure 4E ) for the two conditions were correlated (r = 0.68, p = 0.001, r = 0.79 after correcting for test-retest reliability of the weights). The differences between distributions could reflect the number of stimulus repetitions per iteration (ten for synchronization; three for replication, to reduce memory load). These results are consistent with findings of similar tapping biases for synchronization and replication from memory [21] and are consistent with the idea that our results reflect a perceptual prior. (E) Weights of Gaussian mixture components assigned to each integer ratio rhythm in the two distributions (see also Figure S7 ). Error bars plot confidence intervals on the weights (SDs of the weight distributions derived from bootstrapping), with significance here and elsewhere evaluated after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Experiment 4: Eliminating Dependencies across Iterations
In order for iterated reproduction to converge to the prior, the reproductions in principle must be influenced only by the prior and the stimulus (the seed, or the previous iteration's reproduction), and not by previous history [30] . Our main paradigm could violate this assumption of Markovian behavior because the same participants complete all iterations for a particular seed in succession, and reproductions could be affected by the memory of previous iterations. To test the effect of such factors, we repeated experiment 1 with two alternative procedures. In the first condition (''random order within participants''), participants again completed five iterations per seed, but the iterations for different seeds were intermingled. In the second condition (''across participants''), each participant completed one iteration for a large number of seeds, and the reproductions of one participant formed the seed for the next participant ( Figure S4) .
The results of both conditions were similar and did not differ substantially from those of experiment 1 ( Figure S4 ). Integer ratio weights were significantly correlated with those of experiment 1 in both conditions (random order within participant: r = 0.83, p < 0.001, r = 0.96 after correcting for reliability; across participants: r = 0.76, p < 0.001, r = 0.85 after correction), and in only two cases were individual weights significantly different. It thus appears that any effects of across-iteration memory are modest and that our basic paradigm is reasonable to employ in practice (the advantage being that it is logistically simpler to perform the experiment separately for each subject). These results also provide evidence that the priors being measured are similar across participants-if there was substantial variation, the two procedures would yield different results [31] .
Experiment 5: Rhythm Discrimination
To further test whether the results reflect perceptual priors, we used a discrimination task [19, 32] as is traditionally employed to probe priors. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is in practice not feasible to explore the entire space of rhythms. However, a classical discrimination task removes all production constraints and provides a useful consistency check. We measured discrimination of stimuli drawn from a one-dimensional slice through the three-interval rhythm simplex. If our results indeed reflect a prior, discrimination should be best at the troughs of the distribution and worst at the modes, as in classic categorical perception (because under Bayesian inference, estimates of stimuli are typically ''pulled'' toward the closest mode of the prior, rendering pairs of stimuli close to a mode more similar than pairs of stimuli between modes [11] ).
Participants discriminated pairs of three-interval rhythms straddling positions along a continuum between 1:1:1 and 3:2:3 ( Figures 5A and 5B) . Consistent with previous discrimination results [19, 32] , and as predicted by a Bayesian interpretation of our iterated reproduction results, discriminability increased between the modes of the distribution measured in experiment 1 (Figures 5C and 5D ; F(4,18) = 10.77, p < 0.001). A planned comparison between the average discriminability of stimuli closest to integer ratio rhythms (points 2 and 6 in Figure 5D ) and of stimuli in between (points 3-5) showed better discrimination for the former, as predicted (t(18) = 6.27, p < 0.001). Moreover, the discrimination performance of a Bayesian ideal observer using the prior obtained in experiment 1 qualitatively replicated human performance ( Figures 5C and 5D ). These results provide further evidence that our method produces the perceptual prior for rhythm.
Experiment 6: Tapping and Speaking
To test whether integer ratio biases extend to the perception of all sound signals, we asked participants to repeat spoken utterances in an analogous iterated reproduction paradigm (see also [33] ). The syllables of five four-syllable phrases were segmented from recordings and substituted for the clicks used in our main paradigm (i.e., presented with initially random time intervals between syllables); participants were asked to repeat them back ( Figure 6A ). The onsets of the replicated syllables were detected and substituted for the initial onsets times as in experiments 1-4 ( Figures 6C and 6D) . We chose phrases with distinctive rhythms and short syllables with salient onsets. To facilitate syllable pronunciation without overlap or coarticulation, we presented phrases at a relatively slow tempo. Participants also completed the analogous task with clicks and taps ( Figure 6B ) in a separate block.
In contrast to click rhythms, speech rhythms converged to distributions whose peaks did not overlap with integer points. None of the five spoken patterns showed a significant integer score (p = 0.07, 0.1, 0.1, 0.85, and 0.14 for phrases 1-5, respectively). In contrast, the same participants produced significant integer scores when asked to replicate click rhythms by tapping (Figure 6D ; p < 0.001 for all five equal-sized subsets of tapping data, analyzed in subsets to equate in power to individual speech conditions). These spoken phrases were a lone exception among our experimental conditions; all others produced statistically significant integer scores ( Figure S6 ). The results indicate that the primacy of integer ratio rhythms is at least somewhat specific to music (consistent with well-known differences between speech and music rhythm [29, 34] ) and underscore that integer ratios do not always emerge from iterated reproduction.
The results for both tasks are asymmetric; this is most likely because the stimulus was only presented once per iteration (all other experiments used cyclically repeated stimuli). This effect is consistent with previous findings that tapping biases are altered by cyclic repetition [21] . Because cyclic permutations of patterns (e.g., 1:1:2 and 1:2:1) produce stimulus sequences that are identical but for the beginning and end, repetition could cause these patterns to be similarly perceived, reducing the differences in the measured prior for distinct cyclic permutations. However, we found that adding an accent to the first click of the repeating stimulus (to remove this ambiguity) had little effect on the results (Figure S5 ), suggesting that cyclic ambiguity is not the main reason for the symmetry of many repetitions compared to one. Instead, it seems that repetition itself may change the prior probability of rhythmic patterns, consistent with its importance in music [35] .
Experiment 7: Priors in Native Amazonians
To explore the possible dependence of rhythmic biases on exposure to music, we tested members of the Tsiman e, an indigenous society of farmer-foragers residing in remote areas of the Bolivian Amazon basin. The Tsiman e remain relatively isolated from Western music and exhibit dramatically different harmony preferences than US participants [36] , raising the possibility that they might exhibit distinct rhythmic priors as well. None of the Tsiman e participants regularly played a musical instrument. We therefore compared them to an age-matched group of US non-musicians. Despite their profoundly different cultural exposure, the Tsiman e also displayed a significant integer score (p = 0.005). However, the prior derived from their reproductions differed substantially from that of US participants (Figures 7A  and 7B ; JSD = 0.23, p < 0.001). Although both cultures assigned high probability to some integer ratio rhythms (e.g., 1:1:2 and 1:2:2), eight of the 22 rhythms showed significant differences between cultures, and the integer ratio weights of the two populations were not significantly correlated (r = 0.19, p = 0.43; Figure 7D ).
Several uninteresting explanations for the cross-cultural differences are unlikely given the constraints of our method and the results. It is not the case that the Tsiman e simply cannot entrain to rhythms, because the method discards taps that do not closely correspond to stimulus events. It is also not the case that the differences reflect an inability of the Tsiman e to reproduce short intervals, because three of the modes of their distribution lie near the boundary of the rhythm simplex, and as such they contain intervals close to the shortest allowable in our paradigm. And although Tsiman e tapping was more variable than that of US participants, evident in the broader modes of their response distribution, it is visually apparent that there is ''room'' for additional modes on the rhythm simplex that nonetheless did not arise.
The Tsiman e prior is consistent with previous ethnographic descriptions of their music ( [37] , pp. 345-368), which reported patterns of 1:1:1 and 1:1:2 (and their cyclic permutations). In contrast, patterns prominent in US participants but not in (D and E) Weights of Gaussian mixture components assigned to each integer ratio rhythm for Tsiman e and age-matched US participants with little musical exposure (D) and US musicians and non-musicians (E). Error bars plot confidence intervals on the weights (SDs of the weight distributions derived from bootstrapping).
Tsiman e, e.g., 2:3:3 and 1:2:3, are not evident in descriptions of Tsiman e music. Like that of the US participants, the Tsiman e distribution showed significant deviations from integer ratios in some cases (1:2:2, p = 0.005; 2:1:2, p < 0.001).
Effect of Musical Expertise
The apparent effects of experience found in experiment 7 raise the question of whether priors primarily reflect passive experience with music. To explore this issue, we compared US musicians and non-musicians ( Figures 7B and 7C) . Although the two resulting distributions were significantly different (JSD = 0.08, p < 0.001), it is visually apparent that the distributions are qualitatively similar. Both groups exhibited a significant integer score (p < 0.001), and their integer ratio weights were correlated (r = 0.79, p < 0.001, r = 0.91 after correcting for reliability; Figure 7E) . Out of the 22 simple integer ratio rhythms, only two were more prominent in musicians than non-musicians (2:3:2 and 3:2:2). These patterns occur in Balkan music but are not accurately perceived by Western adults and children [38] . The difference in weights for these rhythms could greater familiarity of musicians with music patterns from other cultures.
It is also apparent that the effect of culture was more prominent than the effect of musical training; the JSD between Tsiman e and US non-musicians (JSD = 0.23) was larger than the JSD between US musicians and non-musicians (JSD = 0.08, p = 0.02). Overall, these results indicate that rhythm priors are not strongly affected by musical expertise, in US participants at least, but that culture has a significant role in shaping musical priors.
DISCUSSION
We have introduced a method to measure internal biases in rhythm reproduction and have presented evidence that the method reveals perceptual priors on rhythm that constrain what listeners can accurately perceive and reproduce. Our method permits the measurement of the prior over the entire space of simple rhythms, and as such it could reveal priors no matter what form they take. We found that priors on rhythm in US participants favored integer ratios, but only those that are prevalent in Western music. Priors in a native Amazonian society also exhibited peaks at integer ratios, but they were otherwise qualitatively different from priors in US participants, in ways that are consistent with what we know of their music. The results were similar for several different modes of reproduction but did not extend to the reproduction of spoken phrases, indicating that integer ratio priors are at least somewhat specific to music. In addition, the results were similar for musicians and non-musicians, suggesting that priors are shaped by passive exposure to music.
Relation to Other Iterative Methods
Our general methodology is a version of the serial reproduction paradigm first introduced by Bartlett [23] to demonstrate cultural biases in the perception of short stories, jokes, and pictures. Serial reproduction was subsequently used as a model for the evolution of language through cultural transmission (''iterated learning''; [10, 26] ). Interest in iterated paradigms has grown recently due to their mathematical similarity to sampling techniques in modern machine learning [10] . Serial reproduction has since been used to study visual biases on color naming [6] , the emergence of linguistic structure during transmission of language [26] , biases in speech intonation and whistling [25, 33] , and emergent structure in symbolic sequences [31] and non-verbal gestural cues [39] . These previous approaches either have used discrete language-mediated judgments or did not systematically map a perceptual space. To our knowledge, our method is the first application of serial reproduction to map an entire analog perceptual space.
Previous Evidence for Rhythmic Priors
Although previous research on musical rhythm has generally not made reference to a prior or to Bayesian inference (but see [18] ), several previous findings are consistent with our results. Discrimination of simple rhythmic stimuli has been found to be better near boundaries between simple integer rhythms [19, 32] , a finding interpreted as evidence for categorical perception. Our discrimination results are qualitatively similar to (and were inspired by) these prior findings, but they are predicted by the prior measured using iterative reproduction, suggesting that categorical perception can result from rhythm priors. Our contribution relative to this discrimination literature lies in providing a method that is more efficient in mapping perceptual biases (enabling high-resolution estimates of the prior). We quantified the efficiency benefit by estimating the number of discrimination trials required to estimate the three-interval prior with the fidelity obtained by our iterative method. We estimate that our iterative procedure recovers the prior 20-40 times faster than traditional discrimination experiments (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Obtaining results equivalent to those of experiment 1 using discrimination would require more than 520 participants (assuming the same session duration).
Another approach to understanding mental representations of rhythm has been to ask trained musicians to categorize rhythms using musical notation. Desain and Honing [20] applied this approach to three-interval rhythms; the results were later used to infer the prior probability of particular integer ratios [18] . Our results are consistent with their findings-rhythms associated with musically notated categories were close to the modes found by our implicit paradigm. The benefit of our method is that it is independent of Western musical notation and can thus be used to test non-musicians or non-Western listeners.
Our results can be viewed as an extension of tapping reproduction experiments, in which reproductions of two-or three-interval rhythms are biased toward integer ratios [16, 21, 22] . However, because the production biases measured in a single reproduction are small, these experiments occasionally provided inconsistent results [22] and did not provide a way to reveal the prior. The first iteration of our basic paradigm is equivalent to such an experiment, but the reproduction biases are enhanced with iteration ( Figures 2 and S2) , enabling direct measurement of the prior. Our experiments also reveal that the underlying effects are largely independent of production constraints-tapping is merely a way to access a listener's representation of rhythm.
Factors Influencing Rhythmic Priors
Although we have argued that our method reveals a listener's prior over rhythms, the detailed form of the obtained distribution varied across several experiments. Task demands required across-experiment differences in tempo, as well as the number of stimulus repetitions per iteration. It seems plausible that both factors affect the prior probability of rhythms. Some patterns could be more common in particular tempo ranges, consistent with evidence that rhythm perception is modulated by tempo [28, 40] . And repetition could affect the tendency for patterns to be interpreted as musical [35, 41] , which might amplify the bias for integer ratio rhythms.
Origins and Functions of Priors on Rhythm
One reason to be interested in priors on rhythm (apart from the role they likely play in extracting musical structure from sound, particularly from multi-instrument pieces [12] ) is that they constrain what can be accurately perceived and transmitted. As such, if priors were themselves tightly constrained, these constraints could in principle explain universal features of rhythm. Previous proposals for such biological and/or cognitive constraints have included oscillatory circuits [15, 42, 43] , recurrent attractor networks [44] , and rhythm representations built on an isochronous pulse [16] , all of which should bias perception toward integer ratio rhythms. Alternatively (or additionally), the widespread presence of integer ratio rhythms could reflect constraints on production [14, 45] .
Our results do not resolve these issues, but the differences between cultures that we observed indicate that rhythm priors are not fully fixed by biological constraints. The results leave open the possibility that priors themselves are largely free to reflect whatever distribution occurs in the world [5] , with cross-cultural similarities instead being driven by productive or other constraints on human musical systems. One informative avenue will be to document the prior over development, perhaps by applying our methods to children.
Further insights into these issues could also be gained by studying additional cultures, particularly those whose musical rhythms deviate substantially from integer ratio proportions [46] [47] [48] . Our paradigm is ideal for this purpose. Corpus analysis is no substitute: notated music does not exist for many non-Western cultures, and when available, notations usually reflect what a Westerner hears when listening to the other culture's music. Moreover, it remains possible that priors could deviate from the empirical distribution of a culture's music. Our paradigm instead directly probes the mental representation of the listener. The results here provide another example of the perceptual diversity that can be revealed by experiments in non-Western cultures [36, 49, 50] .
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